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Abstract7

Scarcity sharpens the conflict between short term gains and long term sustainability.8

Psychological research documents that decision makers focus on immediate needs9

under scarcity and use available resources more effectively. However, decision mak-10

ers also borrow too much from future resources and overall performance decreases as11

a consequence. Using an online experiment, we study how scarcity affects borrowing12

decisions in groups. We first document that scarcity affects groups in a similar way13

as individuals. Then, we go on to show that the negative effect of scarcity is weaker14

for groups than for individuals. Even in a minimal design that excludes direct inter-15

action or communication, the fact that participants know that their own behavior16

affects and can be partly observed by another participant disciplines their use of17

scarce resources. Our results thus highlight the benefit of groups as units of human18

organization.19
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1 Introduction30

Scarcity means that available resources are insufficient to meet the needs. During a31

drought, farmers have to decide which plots to water and which plots to give up. In32

times of financial stress, firms and households have to decide which bills to pay or which33

creditors to serve first, and under time pressure only some tasks can be completed while34

others have to be dropped. Mullainathan and Shafir (2013) argue that scarcity changes35

the way humans think and act: It puts us in a specific state of mind where we tend to36

focus narrowly at the most urgent needs and neglect other, equally important but less37

pressing, needs. They call this state of mind “tunneling”. In this paper, we ask whether38

groups “tunnel” to the same extent as individuals.39

Tunneling affects the allocation of resources between more pressing and less pressing40

projects,1 highlighting the double-edged nature of scarcity: On the one hand, scarcity41

increases focus and available resources are used more effectively (Shah et al., 2012;42

Gabaix, 2019). Most readers can probably relate to that a pressing deadline can lead to43

significant improvements in short-term productivity (Kurtz, 2008). Rational inattention44

theories predict that decision quality improves with scarcity (Sims, 2003). Indeed, using45

data from a randomized controlled trial among small-scale farmers in Zambia, Fehr et al.46

(2019) show, for example, that the endowment effect decreases under scarcity.47

On the other other hand, scarcity-induced focus comes at a cost. Tunneling means48

that decision makers lose oversight and neglect important, but less pressing, long-term49

projects. For example, Laajaj (2017) shows that an exogenous relief of financial scarcity50

leads to longer planning horizons among poor (but not among wealthy) maize farmers51

in Mozambique. Neglect of issues that are not in the immediate focus may also be a52

result of finite mental resources. Building on this idea, Spears (2011) points out how53

depleted willpower is associated with economic decisions for the poor, but not for the54

rich. Similarly, Mani et al. (2013) show that financial scarcity negatively affects cognitive55

performance, both in the lab and in the field. In fact, already the uncertainty about a56

future shortage of rainfall can lead to significant behavioral biases (Lichand and Mani,57

2016).58

1This is different from discounting, which generally discriminates between projects based on their
order in time.
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In sum, tunneling may be a mechanism that allows us to push through dire straits,59

but over time, it may lead into a psychological poverty trap (Haushofer and Fehr, 2014).60

So far, the literature has analyzed individual behavior. Here, we study how scarcity61

affects decisions in groups. Do groups neglect long-term projects under scarcity to the62

same extent as individuals do? Groups and teams are a basic unit of human organization,63

and in many developing countries natural resources that are prone to fluctuations and64

periods of acute scarcity, such as groundwater, grazing lands, or fisheries, are owned or65

used collectively. Do groups also borrow in order to meet the needs of the present, and66

thereby compromise the ability to meet their needs in the future?67

Our study is based on the design of Shah et al. (2012), where participants solve68

a series of tasks within a given time budget, which is either abundant or scarce. To69

solve the current task they can borrow time from future tasks. This is exactly the70

tradeoff between the here and now task versus equally important future tasks. Even if71

such borrowing is harmful for overall performance, participants do borrow when time is72

scarce but not when it is abundant. As a consequence, participants’ overall performance73

is worse under scarcity than under abundance.74

A number of previous experiments use exogenous time pressure to study decisions2.75

Importantly, several studies that analyze whether cooperating in social dilemmas is fast76

and intuitive, or slow and deliberate, use tight time budgets to induce fast decisions77

(Rand et al., 2012; Rand, 2016; Tinghög et al., 2013; Bouwmeester et al., 2017; Brozyna78

et al., 2018). Our study differs from this literature because we are not asking whether79

decisions that are taken under a tight time constraint are different from decisions when80

time is abundant, but we study the effect of time scarcity on time management as such.81

Specifically, our focus is on the effect of “tunneling”. Does scarcity increase focus on the82

immediate task while neglecting long-term consequences also for groups?83

On the one hand, research has shown that groups are better at self-control than84

individuals (Kugler et al., 2012; Charness and Sutter, 2012). Excessive borrowing may85

be seen as an issue of self-control. If the mechanism is that scarcity affects the ability to86

self-control (Spears, 2011), we would expect less borrowing in the group setting than in87

2An early contribution to the literature that studies response times is (Piovesan and Wengström,
2009). Spiliopoulos and Ortmann (2018) provide a recent review of the field.
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an individual setting. On the other hand, groups must work together to be successful. If88

scarcity increases selfishness (Prediger et al., 2014; Roux et al., 2015), we would expect89

to see more borrowing and lower performance in the group than in an individual setting.90

Note that the groups in our setting are rather minimal. They do not work together91

to solve the sequence of tasks. They are only a group in the sense that they share a92

joint time budget and are paid by their joint performance. A relevant natural setting93

with such a structure is a paper that is prepared by two coauthors for a tight conference94

deadline. Sequential work dictates that the time spent by the first author cannot be95

used by the second author, and the quality of the paper may diminish when the first96

author takes too long such that the second author has only very little time left to work97

on the manuscript. On the other hand we can also feel more obligation towards a paper98

with a coauthor, which can make us better at meeting the tight deadline when we have99

a coauthor.100

Sequential work characterizes many production processes and time is generally a101

valuable resource. Parallel to the poor borrowing money that costs interest, the busy102

borrow time by taking extensions. And similarly to banking money, finishing a task103

earlier allows spending more time on other tasks. Shah et al. (2012) use these properties104

of sequential production under a binding time constraint to experimentally investigate105

whether scarcity leads participants to overborrow. Here, we replicate the findings of106

Shah et al. (2012)3. Further, we recover the average production function in the experi-107

mental task. Doing so allows us to pinpoint how tunneling yields a short-term gain in108

increased productivity in the first seconds at the task, while leading to an overall drop in109

performance due to harmful borrowing. Our two main results are first that we document110

that scarcity affects groups in a similar way as individuals and secondly that we show111

that the negative effect of scarcity is weaker for groups than for individuals.112

Our study is pre-registered, and we discuss the pre-registered hypotheses below.113

While we did know that self-control in groups could have an impact, we did not have114

specific hypotheses. Thus, parts of the results surprised us; the effect of groups on115

self-control was stronger than we initially thought. To ensure that this result was not116

spurious, we ran a follow-up study, with a slightly altered design and with the effect in117

3The original instructions and computer codes were generously provided to us by Anuj Shah.
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question pre-registered. The results in the follow-up study were corrupted by an unfor-118

tunate comment on the MTurk message board, and the conclusion remained unclear.119

We thus collected a new sample outside of MTurk, which gives some support to our120

initial results. As the follow-up studies are motivated by the first study, we present each121

study and the main results consecutively.4122

2 Main study123

The aim of our main study is to test whether scarcity leads to “tunneling” for individuals124

that are in groups, and whether this effect differs compared to individuals that are alone.125

Specifically, we aim to investigate time use, borrowing decisions, and performance of126

participants when solving a sequence of tasks under a given time budget.127

2.1 Design128

Shah et al. (2012) found similar results across different designs, so we start with the129

original design of one of their studies, where participants perform an online task. The130

task is modeled after the TV-show “Family Feud”: Participants are faced with a question131

(for example, name things that you take on a picnic) and have to guess which answers132

were most popular among a random sample of 100 people. Participants earn one point133

per correct answer, but they only have a limited amount of time per question. (Points134

are later exchanged into real money, 1 point=0.05 USD on MTurk or 1 point = 3 NOK135

in Oslo.) There are twelve rounds with one question each in our version of the game.5136

Our design is based on their basic design, with treatments organized as 2 x 2 with137

an extension. The first dimension is the time budget. Under conditions of abundance,138

participants have a large time budget to answer questions (50 seconds per question).139

Under scarcity, participants have a tight time budget (15 seconds per question). Par-140

ticipants answer questions for up to twelve rounds in total, and they can transfer time141

between rounds. They can end a round early and thereby “bank” time for future rounds,142

or they can spend more than the allotted time in a given round and “borrow” time from143

4The AER registry link for the main study is: https://doi.org/10.1257/rct.2582-3.0.. For the
follow-up study, it is: https://doi.org/10.1257/rct.4061-3.0..

5In Shah et al. (2012), there were 20 rounds so that players had 300 and 1000 seconds in total (but
same amount per question).
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future rounds. To move from one round to the next, players must press a “Next round”144

button on the right margin of the screen (see Appendix A.5 for screen shots and more145

details on the game mechanics). As in Shah et al. (2012), borrowing is costly. Using146

one second in excess of the allotted time budget per question reduces the available total147

time budget to answer later questions by two seconds.148

The second dimension is how the time budget is shared. In all treatments participants149

are matched randomly and anonymously in pairs, and their earning is proportional to the150

total score of the two players in the pair. In treatments with individual time budget, the151

game ends when a given player has exhausted her own time budget. When time budgets152

are joint, we order participants in sequence such that one participant plays first and153

the other second. The first player can exceed her own allocated time and borrow from154

the second player but not vice versa. Note that there is no income externality as players155

are paid according to their joint score: the first player cannot gain at the expense of the156

second player, by borrowing. Borrowing decreases the time that the second player has157

available and may thus directly harm the first player’s payoff. In this way, both effective158

time use and more effort to increase payoff is as good for the player herself as for her159

partner.160

This 2 x 2 design leaves us with four treatments: Individual abundant time budget161

(IA), individual scarce budget (IS), joint abundant time budget (JA), and joint scarce162

budget (JS). The comparison of the treatment with an individual abundant time budget163

(IA) to the treatment with an individual scarce budget (IS) can be used to replicate164

the borrowing treatment in the fourth experiment of Shah et al. (2012). Comparing the165

treatment with a joint abundant time budget (JA) to the treatment with a joint scarce166

budget (JS) gives the effect of scarcity on groups.167

As we expect borrowing to be harmful, IS groups may perform better than the JS168

groups, simply because the respective first players in the IS treatment cannot spend169

from the time budget of her partner. To disentagle the effect of having a partner from170

the mere possibility of inefficient borrowing, we therefore use a fifth treatment where171

participants are matched with a virtual second player (VSP). Except for the second172

player being virtual, the treatment is identical to the JS treatment. Players in the VSP173

treatment have the same 15 seconds per round and the same overdraft budget as the174
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first players in the JS treatment, but their payoff is calculated as a function of the time175

that they leave behind for the (virtual) second player. In this treatment the expected176

loss of earnings from spending from the partners time budget is the same as in the JS177

treatment, thus any difference between the two must be due to the effect of having a178

real partner.179

2.2 Results180

The experiment was conducted between January 5, 2018 and January 10, 2018. Par-181

ticipants were recruited via Amazon’s mechanical turk platform. We have obtained 752182

valid observations6 that are distributed over the four different treatments as follows: 109183

participants in the IA treatment, 114 participants in the IS treatment, 217 participants184

in the JA treatment, 205 participants in the JS treatment, and finally 107 participants185

in the VSP treatment.186

Table 1: Summary statistics of sample demographics

Statistic Mean St.dev. Min Max

Age 36.79 10.96 18 73
Gender (male=0) 0.55 0 1
Education 2.60 0.95 0 5
Know Family Feud 0.94 0 1

On average, participants spent 12.2 minutes for the entire experiment (minimum =187

3.5 minutes and maximum = 32 minutes). Table 1 gives an overview of the sample188

demographics. Of the 752 participants in the sample, 412 are female (i.e. 55%). Educa-189

tion is measured as a factor with six different levels7 and a Bachelor degree is the modal190

response. Importantly, 94% of the participants in the sample answered that they know191

the game show Family Feud.192

6The survey website was visited by 929 potential participants and 804 started the first round of the
game, after having read the instructions and completing three practice rounds. Of these, 36 dropped
out during the game, at least 8 because they attempted to re-load the page against explicit advice (by a
pop-up window). 766 participants completed the game, but 14 observations had to be deleted because
the variables were incorrectly or incompletely recorded due to technical errors. Thus, we are left with
752 valid observations.

7The variable was coded as follows: 0 = “not completed highschool”; 1 = “highschool”; 2 = “some
college”; 3 = “bachelor”; 4 = “master”; 5 = “phd”.
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We present our results in two steps. Before comparing the behavior of players that are193

in a group with those that are alone, we first document the effect of scarcity. Replicating194

the finding of Shah et al. (2012) and showing that it also holds for groups establishes195

that our experiment is indeed informative on cooperation under scarcity.196

We are particularly interested in the behavior of the first player because it is this197

player that may or may not borrow from a partner in the joint treatments. Therefore,198

we use the scoring rule to account for the points of the second player when reporting per-199

formance. This makes the results comparable across treatments, and it reduces the noise200

generated by variable skills and guessing by second players. Similarly, we concentrate on201

the first players when reporting time use over different rounds. We say that players are202

in a group when their time budget is connected with another participant’s time budget203

(JA and JS treatments), and we say that players are alone when their time budget is204

not connected with another participant’s time budget (IA, IS, and VSP treatments).205

2.2.1 Scarcity decreases performance and increases borrowing206

Performance under scarcity is lower than performance under abundance, as shown in207

Figure 1a. The difference between abundance and scarcity is highly significant, as shown208

in Appendix A.2. While this difference is not surprising, it is important to note the209

following: Under abundance players are net savers, but they borrow under scarcity210

(Figure 1b). Thus, borrowing is induced by scarcity and not a consequence of how the211

game is set up. With abundant time resources, players manage to both focus on the212

task and keep track of time. In this case the possibility to borrow from the partner does213

not harm performance. When time resources are scarce, however, players have to focus214

on the main task. This “tunneling” causes a neglect of time. This also indicates that215

time really is abundant with 50 seconds per question but scarce with only 15 seconds216

per question.217

In short, we see that scarcity causes more borrowing. Hence, we turn to the effect of218

borrowing and the difference between the different treatments under scarcity.219
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(b) Time transfer

Figure 1: Performance and Time transfers under abundance (green) and scarcity (blue).
Performance is based on the behavior of first players with a common scoring rule for
second players. The average amount of time that is transferred (positive or negative,
excluding interest rate payments) from one round to the next also includes transfers to
the next player with joint time budget. Errorbars show +/- 1 SE.

2.2.2 Borrowing is bad for performance220

There are two reasons why borrowing is harmful: First, because there are decreasing221

marginal returns to working at the task (the production function is concave). Second,222

because there is a 100% interest rate on borrowed time.223

The 100% interest rate means that even with constant returns (a linear production224

function), a player must be twice as good in answering a given question as in answering225

later questions, in order to justify taking time from the budget available for answering226

later questions. In particular, the player must be twice as good as the partner to justify227

borrowing from the partners’ time budget. With a concave production function (de-228

creasing marginal returns), it is not even sufficient to be twice as productive to justify229

borrowing from a partner. As it turns out, the best ideas for answering a given question230

are usually exhausted quickly.231

To document the production function, we have recorded the time at which a player232

has scored a point. Using this, we can construct the average number of points that233

players score as a function of the elapsed time in a given round. The results are shown234

in Figure 2, illustrating the concavity of the production function. Clearly, spending235

another second at the task when 5 seconds have elapsed yields a much higher return (in236
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terms of expected points) than spending another second when 20 seconds have elapsed.237
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Figure 2: Average accumulated points as a function of time used in a given round.
Shaded areas visualize the 99% confidence bands.

This analysis also allows us to illustrate the positive effect of tunneling: In the238

beginning, the production function in the scarcity treatments is clearly above the corre-239

sponding function of the abundant treatments. In the first ten seconds of a given round,240

players under scarcity score 1.29 points (sd=0.77) on average, while they score 1.07241

points (sd=0.83) under abundance. The difference is highly significant (p<0.001 for all242

comparisons). That is, scarcity induces players to use their resources more effectively in243

the short run. This is the “focus dividend” (Mullainathan and Shafir, 2013). However,244

this increase in focus comes at a cost: Under scarcity, players tunnel and do not consider245

the negative effect of borrowing. Because using more time beyond the given initial time246

has strongly decreasing returns, it is bad for performance.247

2.2.3 Groups borrow less under scarcity248

Having established that scarcity induces tunneling also when players are matched in249

groups, we now turn to comparing the behavior of players that are alone under scarcity250

to the behavior of players that are in a group under scarcity. To this end, it is important251

to recall that the IS treatment is not a valid counterfactual for the behavior of players252

under the joint time budget. Here, the first players of a group could borrow more,253

simply because they can. Thus, the relevant control treatment is the VSP treatment,254
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where players have the same overdraft budget as in the JS treatment, but they are not255

matched with a real second player. In the following, we therefore concentrate on these256

two treatments.257

Comparing the average time transfer across rounds in the JS treatment with the time258

transfer in the VSP treatment (the two rightmost bars in Figure 1b), we see that players259

in groups borrow 9.2 seconds on average from future rounds, while players that are260

alone borrow 13.8 seconds. This difference is modest (d=0.35) but strongly significant261

(p=0.007).262

The fact that groups borrow less under scarcity is confirmed in a regression analysis263

of overall borrowing on the treatment (using only the data from the JS and the VSP264

treatment). Column 1 in Table 2 shows that players that are matched with a real second265

player (JS treatment) borrow, in total over all twelve rounds, 19.8 seconds less in total266

than players matched with a virtual second player. This effect is strongly significant267

(p=0.002). With respect to the control variables, we see that there is a gender effect268

and that a higher education level is correlated with less overall borrowing. Similarly,269

younger players and those that know the game “Family Feud” tend to borrow less.270

In the next part, we discuss how borrowing less translates into better performance.271

2.2.4 Groups perform better under scarcity272

Figure 1a shows that players in groups (JS) score about four points more than players273

that are alone (VSP). This difference is strongly significant (p<0.001). In other words,274

being in a group under scarcity translates into an increase in performance of about 20%.275

This result is strengthened when controlling for observable co-variates in the regres-276

sion analysis (column 2 of Table 2). The estimate of the direct effect of being in a group277

on performance is then 4.5 points. In comparison to the analysis of borrowing, the re-278

gression shows that gender, age, and education play no role in explaining performance,279

while knowledge of the game “Family feud” is a good predictor of better performance.280

The clear evidence of the decreasing marginal returns to spending additional time on281

the task (Figure 2) strongly suggests that groups perform better under scarcity because282

they refrain from borrowing to a larger extent than individuals. Additional support that283

the increase in performance is indeed related to the observed differences in borrowing284
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Table 2: OLS regression results using data from the first players of the JS and VSP
treatment. Performance is the score of the first player plus the a computed score for
the second player using the same rule as in VSP. The variable Group is a dummy that
takes a value of 1 if the observation is from the JS treatment. Female and KnowFF are
dummy variables taking a value of 1 when the participant is female or knows the game
“Family Feud”.

Dependent variable:

Borrowing Performance

(1) (2) (3)

Group −19.784∗∗∗ 4.521∗∗∗ 2.381∗∗∗

(6.358) (0.991) (0.732)

Borrowing −0.108∗∗∗

(0.008)

Female 15.819∗∗ −0.417 1.295∗

(6.512) (1.015) (0.743)

KnowFF −25.920∗∗ 8.173∗∗∗ 5.369∗∗∗

(12.498) (1.948) (1.420)

Age 0.815∗∗∗ −0.077 0.012
(0.298) (0.046) (0.034)

Education −6.176∗ 0.844 0.176
(3.391) (0.529) (0.385)

Constant 75.048∗∗∗ 13.712∗∗∗ 21.830∗∗∗

(19.663) (3.065) (2.289)

Observations 212 212 212
Adjusted R2 0.111 0.138 0.551
Residual Std. Error 45.769 7.134 5.148
F Statistic 6.266∗∗∗ 7.758∗∗∗ 44.167∗∗∗

Note: Standard errors in parantheses; ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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behavior comes from a mediation analysis (Hayes, 2013). As it can be seen in column 3285

of Table 2, the point estimate of the effect of being on a group on performance decreases286

to 2.3 points while the effect of borrowing on performance is negative and strongly287

significant. This means that there is strong evidence for a partial mediation (Sobel test,288

p=0.003). Almost half of the effect of being in a group works via the indirect channel of289

borrowing on performance.290

2.3 Discussion of the main study291

Shah et al. (2012) study the effect of poverty on resource management decisions and292

show that with scarce time to solve a task, participants borrow time from future tasks293

at a high interest rate. This is harmful for their overall performance and earnings in294

the experiment. We use the same basic design, but with two players sharing a joint295

time budget. Our results corroborate these claims; Participants do much more of the296

harmful borrowing when their time budget is scarce – compared to abundant. Our data297

highlights some additional features: Under time scarcity participants are much more298

productive in the first few seconds - thus the narrow focus of tunneling has its benefit.299

We also show that the production function is strongly concave, which further speaks for300

the inefficiency of borrowing.301

The focus of our main study was the extent to which tunneling would also be harmful302

for cooperation in groups. To study this, we matched participants in pairs and indeed303

found that participants under scarcity do borrow time from their partners’ time budget.304

Given the very high interest rate and the strongly concave production function, this305

should be harmful for the joint performance of the group. Note that we did not study how306

scarcity affects (non-)cooperation in terms of increasing free-riding, as both participants307

in a group had a common interest and were paid according to their joint score. The308

question was if the narrow focus due to tunneling also causes a neglect of the group309

partner, which it apparently does.310

There could be several underlying factors that may give rise to this result. First,311

we conjectured in the pre-analysis plan that borrowing from others could be linked to312

confidence and over-confidence. In particular, we expected that first players who believe313

that they are better than the average (confidence) would borrow more. Fifty out of314
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105 first players in the JS treatment think that they are better than the average player315

in their treatment. Although these players do borrow more than players that believe316

that they are equal or worse than the average (60.8 seconds, SE = 5.99, versus 49.2317

seconds, SE = 6.22), the difference is not significant.8 When we look at the effect of318

over-confidence, we find that first players that believe they are better than they actually319

are borrow 74.1 seconds on average (SE = 6.19), and first players that believe they are320

worse than they actually are borrow 50.5 seconds on average (SE = 5.47). This effect is321

strongly significant (p<0.001). Interestingly, we find that 65% of all players that were322

subject to either the individual or the joint scarcity treatment believed that they were323

better than they actually were, while this is true for only 45% of the players in the324

abundance treatments (p<0.001). While these findings are in line with the studies that325

suggest that scarcity induces a more agentic orientation (Roux et al., 2015), they cannot326

explain the differences between groups and individuals given scarcity.327

Second, concern for others could mean that players are more motivated to work328

hard and perform well in the group treatment. Considering the mechanism that players329

exert more effort, we find that first players in the JS treatment make 38.3 guesses over330

the entire task on average (SE = 1.21), while players in the VSP treatment make 34.7331

total guesses on average (SE = 1.51). Although the finding is not strongly significant332

(p=0.06), it points in the direction that concern for other players induces more effort.333

Finally, being in a group could affect self-control, which is important because it is334

clearly sub-optimal to borrow from the partner. To illustrate, consider a player who335

borrows the maximum amount feasible from a partner, but spreads the available time336

evenly. This player can spend 16.8 second per round instead of 15 seconds per round9.337

The additional 1.8 seconds do little for the overall score, as seen from Figure 2, but it338

reduces the score from the second player substantially.339

Given how inefficient it is to borrow from the partner, it is striking that the per-340

formance in the JS treatment is not significantly worse than in the IS treatment (24.8341

versus 26 points, p=0.16). In the VSP treatment, however, performance drops signif-342

8Note that the fact that this measure does not show up as an important explanatory variable is in
line with the idea of tunneling, which exactly says that participants do not make conscious, rational
decisions on borrowing under scarcity.

9Note that while the first player can take 120 seconds from the partner’s budget, his own time increases
only 21.4 seconds due to 100% interest rate and compound interest.
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icantly compared to IS and JS (p<0.001). What makes this even more surprising is343

that players in the VSP treatment do not take that much more time in total from the344

overdraft budget than players in JS treatment; 33 seconds versus 25 seconds (p=0.03).345

Upon closer inspection, we find that where the players that are alone really stand346

out, is in borrowing in the early rounds. Figure 3 offers a closer look at the borrowing347

behavior between rounds. The panel on the left shows the time that is transferred (taken)348

from upcoming rounds in the early phase of the game (rounds 1 to 4). The panel on the349

right shows the time that is borrowed in the late phase of the game (rounds 8 to 12). In350

the JS and the VSP treatment this includes the time taken from partner’s time budget351

(real or virtual), while in the IS treatment, it was not possible to extend the initial time352

budget.353
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(b) Late rounds (R8-R12)

Figure 3: Time use under scarcity in early and late rounds. Errorbars show +/- 1 SE.

There is little difference between players that are alone and players in a group in354

rounds 8 to 12, but there is a clear and strongly significant difference between players355

that are alone and groups in the early rounds.10 Players that share a joint time budget356

with a real player manage their time much better than players in the VSP treatment.357

10Average borrowing across rounds in the JS treatment for periods 8 to 12 is 10.9 (sd=15.5) and 11.9
(sd=16.1) in the VSP treatment (p=0.54). For rounds 1 to 4, we have an average borrowing across
rounds of 8.0 (sd=19.6) in the JS treatment and 16.8 (sd=38.6) in the VSP treatment. The p-value here
is 0.002 and Cohen’s d= 0.61.
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In fact, the point estimate of the average time transferred in the early rounds in the358

JS treatment is even lower than the average time transferred in the IS treatment (8.0359

(sd=19.6) versus 9.6 (sd=20.2) seconds, though this effect is not significant, p=0.45).360

One possible explanation for this result is that a real partner enhances self-control,361

and thus causes first player to manage their time better than without a real partner.362

However, we had no hypotheses about borrowing in the first four rounds, increasing the363

likelihood that the result is spurious. Thus, we ran a new study to test this specifically.364

3 Follow-up study365

The results from our main study indicate that groups have an impact on self-control366

that we did not anticipate in our pre-study plan. This could be because the first player367

believes that the second player to some extent observes the first players’ action (as the368

second player gets a residual time budget that depends on the first players’ actions). A369

second effect could be that social preferences induce more self-control in the first players370

as they know that both players get the same payoff.371

To disentangle these effects, we developed a 2x2 design varying observability and372

being in a pair versus alone, based on the treatments JS and VSP from the main study.373

An alone (A) player had no partner, as in the VSP treatment, while in a pair (P)374

the second player was real. With no observability (NO) we gave no information375

about what the second player would learn, while under observability (O) we added a376

statement in the instructions stating that “Your partner [A player entering the game after377

you] will learn about your borrowing as well as your total score.” (The text in brackets378

was used when the player had no real partner.) This leaves us with four treatments:379

ANO, AO, PNO, and PO.380

In the following, we describe the results from a first sample from Amazon MTurk,381

and then – because we have reasons to believe that these results are not trustworthy –382

the outcome of a second sample, recruited from the University of Oslo.383

3.1 MTurk sample384

The experiment was conducted on May 9-10 and June 3-18, 2019. Participants were385

recruited via Amazon’s mechanical turk platform. We have obtained 1258 valid observa-386
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tions, of which 768 are from first players. These first players are distributed over the four387

different treatments as follows: 202 in the AO treatment, 175 in the ANO treatment,388

192 in the AO treatment, 192 participants in the PNO treatment, and 199 participants389

in the PO treatment. Table 3 shows the summary statistics of the sample’s demographic390

variables. With the exception of education level, the differences between the sample in391

the main study are significant, but small (the average age is about 1 year younger, the392

share of female participants is about 10% lower, and the share of participants that know393

the game show “Family Feud” is 3% lower).394

Table 3: Summary statistics of demographics for MTurk sample, follow-up study

Statistic Mean St.dev. Min Max

Age 35.45 10.50 18 81
Gender (male=0) 0.44 0 1
Education 2.59 0.89 0 5
Know Family Feud 0.91 0 1

The main outcome variable in the second study is borrowing in the first four rounds.395

The results in Figure 4 show small differences in time transfers between treatments,396

with no difference being significant. Looking at borrowing in rounds 1-4 from both the397

main study and this sample, there is only one treatment that stands out: In the main398

study, JS subjects borrowed 8 seconds on average, while in the VSP treatment and in all399

treatments here, borrowing was around 13-17 seconds. If having a real partner or being400

observed drives the result from the main study, then we should see similar low savings401

in the PO treatment of the follow-up study, but we do not.402

One possible explanation is simply that the early borrowing behavior in the main403

study was spurious. There are, however, many aspect of this follow-up study that make404

us question the validity of its results. One important concern we had was a message405

that was posted on the MTurk message board. The message read: “Fun game. Bonus406

includes your points and your partners, my bonus for my HIT only includes mine as the407

rest is calculated.” The message thus indicates that the partner score is calculated as408

with a virtual second player. As many MTurkers do this for a living, it is not unlikely409

that they actively seek out information about a job before accepting it and thus most410

participants may have read the message before starting. This would undermine the411
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Figure 4: Time use under scarcity in early rounds, Juxtaposition of follow-up study
(Mturk sample, left four bars) and main study (the two right bars). Errorbars show +/-
1 SE.

difference between the treatments with real and virtual partners.412

To further investigate the impact of the message we looked at data that was collected413

before the message was posted. In order to test the program and server capacity we ran414

two small batches of the PO treatment on May 9 and 10, while the main data was415

collected in June 3-5. As the message was posited on June 3rd, we can only be sure that416

the observations from May are unaffected. On May 9, the mean borrowing in rounds417

1-4 was 7.8 seconds, while on May 10, the mean was 23.4 seconds. The means from the418

two dates are different at any reasonable level of significance. And even though they419

are from the same treatment, the difference is much larger than the difference between420

treatments. We do not know why there was such a big difference, but MTurk seems to421

create large variation between days in our key outcome variable.11 In the main study422

and the principle data-collection for the follow-up study in June 2019, participants were423

11A further indication of the unreliability of the Mturk data in the spring of 2019 is that 2069 potential
participants entered the game, but only 1550 completed the practice rounds and 1258 participants
completed the experiment. The share of participants that completed the experiment to those that
started it is 60% in the follow-up study, while it is 80% in the main study. Similarly, 144 (9%) of
the participants completing the practice rounds refreshed their browser against explicit advice in the
follow-up study, while in the main study, only 36 (4%) did so.
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randomly allocated to treatments as they entered, and the variation across days should424

then not be an issue, beyond adding much noise and making estimates less precise.425

3.2 Oslo sample426

As we considered the data from Mturk sample not to be trustworthy, we repeated the427

follow-up study with a smaller sample recruited among students at the University of428

Oslo. About a thousand students have signed up to be invited to experiments, but from429

experience, we expected only a small share to accept the invitation. Due to the expected430

small sample size, we collected data only for the treatment where subject told that they431

are with a real partner (Group), and for the treatment with a virtual partner and no432

observation (Alone). These two treatments allow us to conduct the pre-registered test433

of the impact of groups on self-control, but not a decomposition between observability434

and social preferences.435

Table 4 gives the summary statistics of the demographic co-variates of the Oslo sam-436

ple (collected in two studies, one in December 2019 and a second in October/November437

2020). As can be expected, the typical participant in this sample is significantly younger438

and better educated than the typical participant recruited via Mturk. Importantly, only439

about a third of the participants know the game show “Family Feud”.440

Table 4: Summary statistics of demographics for Oslo sample, follow-up study

Statistic Mean St.dev. Min Max

Age 24.37 4.75 18 53
Gender (male = 0) 0.56 0.50 0 1
Education 2.91 0.89 1 4
Know Family Feud 0.35 0.48 0 1

Looking at the time use in the first four rounds, we see that the participants that441

play alone borrow more than players in a group. Average borrowing across rounds in442

the group treatment is 14.3 seconds (sd=30.6) and 17.6 seconds (sd=34.9) in the alone443

treatment. The p-value here is 0.39 and Cohen’s d= 0.15. Compared to the main study,444

the effect of being in a group is hence smaller. Figure 5 illustrates this fact by juxtaposing445

the time use in the first four rounds of the Oslo sample with the corresponding time use446

in the main study.447
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Figure 5: Time use under scarcity in early rounds. Juxtaposition of follow-up study
(Oslo sample, left bars) and main study (right bars). Errorbars show +/- 1 SE.

To further analyse the results from the follow-up study in Oslo, we conduct the448

same regressions as for the main study, shown in Table A-1 in the Appendix. We find449

that those participants that are in a group borrow on average 8.7 seconds less in total450

(p=0.23), and they score 1.8 points more (p=0.08) than participants that play with a451

virtual partner. While the coefficients all point in the same direction as the coefficients452

in the main study, they are mostly not significant at conventional levels and often less453

than half the size as in the main study. In contrast, the negative effect of borrowing454

on performance is highly significant (p<0.001) and about the same size as in the main455

study.456

3.3 Discussion of the follow-up studies457

The follow-up studies yield inconclusive results: The estimates all point in the same458

direction as in the main study, but do not reach significance at conventional levels. The459

reason is that the data on borrowing in the first four rounds is very noisy, and highly460

sensitive to dropout in the early rounds.461

Some participants stop guessing and let the clock run. We do not know why this462

happens, participants may realize they forgot an appointment or get a phone call, or it463

can be due to a lack of motivation related to the treatment variable. For the follow-up464

study conducted on MTurk, we decided to pre-register a conservative exclusion criteria,465
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excluding only those who did not complete the first round of the main game (after two466

practice rounds). In the first follow-up study conducted among Norwegian students, we467

had only one practice round so that the same material criterion translates to excluding468

participants that drop out within the first two rounds of the main game. Keeping to the469

formal criterion of excluding participants that drop out in the first round of the main470

game, the difference between Group and Alone is small and not significant. The reason471

is that there are two participants in the Group treatment that did not complete round472

2. As a dropout means that the player borrows to the max, it has a huge impact on473

the mean, especially as there are only 34 observations in the Group treatment of the474

first Oslo study. Excluding participants that drop out within the first two rounds of this475

study, then yields results that are very similar to those of the main study: Players in476

groups borrow on average 8.7 second and 15.9 seconds when they are alone (p=0.08).477

As a robustness check, we therefore analyze player’s time management over all478

rounds. That is, we estimate a Cox Proportional Hazards model on the time used479

in a given round (including age, gender, and knowledge of the Family Feud as additional480

regressors). This analysis tests whether the effect of being group can be detected when481

making use of the full data.482
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Figure 6: Probability to stay in a given round as a function of time spent in round.
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We find a significant effect of being in a group both in the follow-up study as well as483

in the main study. Being in a group increases the probability of ending a given round484

and moving to the next round by 14% in the Oslo sample and by 34% in the main study.485

(Coefficient estimates shown in Table A-2 in Appendix A.3) In sum, the effect of being486

in a group is detectable in the follow-up study as well as in the main study, but it is487

much larger in the latter study. Figure 6 illustrates this result by plotting the survival488

curves (the estimated probability to stay in a given round as a function of the time that489

has passed) for both studies.490

4 Conclusion491

Scarcity means that individuals have to concentrate their resources on the most urgent492

needs, at the cost of losing sight of the broader picture. Mullainathan and Shafir (2013)493

call this phenomenon “tunneling”. Tunneling may hence be one of the mechanisms494

responsible for situations in which “poverty [has] particular psychological consequences495

that can lead to economic behaviors that make it difficult to escape poverty” (Haushofer496

and Fehr, 2014).497

In this paper, we study the extent to which scarcity is harmful for cooperation in498

groups through the effect of tunneling, excluding – by construction – how scarcity affects499

free-riding in groups. Replicating Shah et al. (2012), we find that scarcity – in contrast500

to abundance – does induce borrowing. We extend the results of Shah et al. (2012) by501

showing that the production function is highly concave, making borrowing additionally502

harmful beyond the effect of the 100% interest rate. We also find that when first players503

are allowed to borrow from their partner, they do so. This far our results strongly504

support a claim that tunneling is harmful for cooperation in group as first players do505

borrow from their partner when possible, and this borrowing is very harmful.506

Surprisingly, the direct evidence is less clear about how harmful it is for the group507

that the first player is allowed to borrow from the second player. In our main study508

players in a group with common time budget (JS) performed slightly better than groups509

with individual time budget (IS), although the difference was not significant. Players510

with a virtual partner (VSP), however, performed much worse. Differences in how511
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much first players in JS and VSP borrowed from their partner cannot fully explain the512

difference in performance. There is however, a large difference in how much they borrow513

in the first four rounds of the game. A large difference in borrowing at the start of the514

game, but only small difference in how much they take from their partner, indicates515

better management of their own time. This finding is consistent with a claim in the516

literature that groups have better self-control. Because we had not preregistered any517

hypothesis about this, we went on to study this effect in studies where the hypothesis518

was pre-registered.519

The results from these follow-up studies are unclear. The first follow-up study (on520

MTurk) did not reproduce the large differences in early borrowing between players with521

a virtual second player or a real partner. However, a message on the MTurk message522

board may have corrupted the results. Thus, we ran the follow-up study again on a523

Norwegian sample. Here, we find that those with a real partner perform better, but the524

difference is only weakly significant. Those with a real partner also borrow less in the525

first four rounds, but the difference is not significant.526

We are thus left with a mixed conclusion. Tunneling is harmful for cooperation with527

a joint time budget, but there seem to be some counteracting effect. This may be due528

improved self-control with a real partner, but the results are not significant.529

In this context, it is worth highlighting that the participants who share a time budget530

cannot interact or communicate. Any effects of “being in a group” can be ascribed to the531

mere presence of the co-player in the minds of the participants. It would be remarkable532

if this was sufficient to induce a strong effect on self-control, as indicated in the first533

study. A plausible effect would be much smaller and harder to detect.534

At the same time, running this as an online experiment causes a lot of noise. For535

example, a participant that gets a phone call or looses internet connection and thus536

drops out of the study in a given round will appear as if she borrows a lot in that round.537

As discussed above, two participants in the first Norwegian study did drop out in the538

second round and both were in the same treatment. Removing these two observations539

would give significant results in the direction predicted. With a possibly weak effect and540

much noise, it is better to leave the question about the effect of group on self-control to541

future research in a setting with less noise.542
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That said, the core of our experimental design, sequential work under time pressure,543

is a relevant feature of many real-world production processes. Investigating the role544

of self-control in group collaboration and disentangling the role of observability from545

pro-social motivations could add a new angle to the literature on the effect of being in546

a group on productivity (Falk and Ichino, 2006; Herbst and Mas, 2015; van Veldhuizen547

et al., 2018). Clearly, keeping self-control under pressure is a virtue with potentially548

far-reaching consequences (Heller et al., 2017; Schilbach, 2019). Obtaining a better549

understanding of how exactly groups, as basic units of human organization, may support550

self-control is the task of future work.551
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A Appendix626

A.1 Data availability and statistical methods627

For data, experimental instructions, and code for reproducing the presented results, see the AWI628

Experimental Economics data repository at https://doi.org/10.11588/data/QWSS8L.629

We used the software R (version 3.5.3) for all statistical analysis. Given the sample size630

of more than 100 observations per treatment leg, we used parametric t-tests throughout (all p-631

values are from two-sided tests). We used the R-packages “effsize” Torchiano (2018) to calculate632

the effect size (Cohen’s d). For all analysis of the time transfers from one round to the next, we633

clustered standard errors at the individual levels, using the package “plm” Millo (2017) and for634

the calculation of the corresponding effect sizes we followed the steps outlined in Hedges (2007).635

Given that our response variables were approximately continuous, we used linear regressions,636

and we follow the steps outlined in Hayes (2013) for the mediation analysis.637

A.2 Scarcity versus abundance638

Unsurprisingly, performance under scarcity (15 seconds per question) is lower than performance639

under abundance (50 seconds per question). As shown in Figure 1a in the main text, players640

score, on average, 46.2 points (sd=7.3) and 48.5 points (sd=7.8) in the individual and joint641

abundant treatments, respectively. Under scarcity, players score, on average, 26 points (sd=6.0)642

in the IS treatment, and less in the two other treatments. The differences between the respective643

abundance and scarcity treatments are large and strongly significant in all cases (Cohen’s d>3,644

p<0.001 for all comparisons). That subjects score twice as much under abundance shows that645

time is really scarce with only 15 seconds per question.646

Figure 1b in the main text shows the drastically different time management induced by647

scarcity. While players transfer, on average, a positive amount from one round to the next under648

abundance, players borrow from future rounds (and potentially from their real or virtual partner)649

under scarcity. Under abundance, players transfer, on average, 5.4 seconds (sd=28.2) from one650

round to the next in the IA treatment (the green leftmost bar in Figure 1b). Similarly, players651

in groups (JA treatment) transfer, on average, 2.8 seconds (sd=32.4) from one round to the next652

(the second bar from the left in Figure 1b). Under scarcity, players do not transfer positive, but653

negative amounts (they borrow). On average, players in the IS treatment borrow 6.6 seconds654

per round (sd=14.5). When being able to take time from their partner (in the JS treatment),655

players borrow 9.2 seconds per round (sd=16.9) from future rounds. In the VSP treatment,656

13.8 seconds are borrowed per round on average (sd=27.6). Again, the differences between the657

respective abundance and scarcity treatments are strongly significant in all cases (p<0.001 for658

all comparisons) and effect sizes are moderate to large (d=0.85 for IA vs. IS, d=0.64 for JA vs.659

JS, and d=1.19 for IA vs. VSP).660
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A.3 Supplementary Analysis661

Table A-1: OLS regression results for the Oslo student sample, parallel to the regression
model presented in Table 2 of the main text

Dependent variable:

Borrowing Performance

(1) (2) (3)

Group −8.368 1.652∗ 0.701
(7.148) (0.994) (0.577)

Borrowing −0.114∗∗∗

(0.006)

Female 11.351 −1.872∗ −0.582
(7.176) (0.998) (0.582)

KnowFF −17.102∗∗ 2.265∗∗ 0.322
(7.485) (1.041) (0.612)

Age 0.474 −0.007 0.047
(0.754) (0.105) (0.061)

Constant 54.230∗∗∗ 19.187∗∗∗ 25.348∗∗∗

(20.138) (2.801) (1.655)

Observations 172 172 172
Adjusted R2 0.030 0.038 0.678
Residual Std. Error 46.513 6.469 3.742
F Statistic 2.321∗ 2.681∗∗ 73.006∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A-2: Cox Proportional Hazards model: Coefficient estimates for staying in a given
round (hazard ratio = exp(β), such that a positive coefficient implies a larger chance of
ending a given round and moving to the next).

Dependent variable:

Time spent in round

(Main study) (Follow-up Oslo)

Group 0.296∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.049)

Score −0.242∗∗∗ −0.271∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.026)

Age −0.009∗∗∗ −0.005
(0.002) (0.005)

Female −0.179∗∗∗ −0.172∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.049)

KnowFF 0.373∗∗∗ 0.159∗∗∗

(0.087) (0.051)

Observations 2,243 1,688
R2 0.101 0.081
LR Test (df = 5) 237.765∗∗∗ 143.320∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A.4 Instructions662

Practice round663

Thank you for participating. In what follows, you will play rounds from the game show Family664

Feud. In each round, you will guess the most popular responses to survey questions (e.g., “Name665

things to take on a picnic”).666

For each correct response, you earn a point. Each point provides an entry into a lottery for667

a $25 bonus. The more points you earn, the better your chances of winning. There will be one668

winner for every 500 tickets.669

IA and IS treatment: You will be matched with a partner for the game. You and your partner670

will answer separately, but you will earn the same number of lottery tickets. This means671

that each point that you, or your partner, earns increases the number of tickets that both672

of you have.673

JA and JS treatment: You will be matched with a partner for the game. You and your674

partner will answer separately, but you will earn the same number of lottery tickets. This675

means that each point that you, or your partner, earns increases the number of tickets676

that both of you have. You will also have a joint time budget.677

VSP treatment: You will be matched with a virtual player (a computer) for the game, with678

whom you share a joint time budget. The number of lottery tickets you get will depend679

on the points you earn, plus the points from the virtual player. How many points you get680

from the virtual player depends on how much time you leave behind. Each second that681

you leave behind increases your points according to the average performance of 100 human682

players that have played this game before.683

On the panel to the right, there will be an indication of which round you are in and of how684

many points you have earned so far. You will also see the time remaining for the current round.685

(As you can see, this information is already listed for the first practice round.)686

Before you begin the game sessions, you will complete a practice session of 3 rounds for which687

you will have 90 seconds. The practice session will end when you finish all 3 rounds or exhaust688

the total time given, whichever comes first. The practice points will not count towards689

lottery entries.690

The amount of time that each round starts with depends on how much total time you have691

left. The total time will be divided evenly among the remaining rounds. For example, since you692

currently have 90 seconds and 3 rounds to complete, the first round will start with 15 seconds.693

No round will ever start with more than 15 seconds, but rounds can start with less.694

IA and IS treatment (both players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will695

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)696

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower697

right of the panel, you can see a counter of your total time remaining.698

After the initial 12 seconds of each round, the ’Next Round’ button will become active and699

you can click that button to move on to the next round. Time that you have not spent700

can be used for future rounds. Following each round, you will be shown the answers. To701

begin the practice session, please click here.702

JA and JS treatment (first players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will703

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)704

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower705
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right of the panel, you can see a counter of your total time remaining. Once your time706

budget has been used up, you begin to borrow time from your partner. Each second that707

you then spend on a round will subtract two seconds from the time budget of your partner.708

After the initial 12 seconds of each round, the ’Next Round’ button will become active and709

you can click that button to move on to the next round. Time that you have not spent710

can be used for future rounds. Time remaining after the last question is transferred to711

your partner. Following each round, you will be shown the answers. To begin the practice712

session, please click here.713

JA and JS treatment (second players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will714

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)715

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower716

right of the panel, you can see a counter of your total time remaining. Your initial time717

budget depends on how much your partner has borrowed from you or transferred to you.718

After the initial 12 seconds of each round, the ’Next Round’ button will become active and719

you can click that button to move on to the next round. Time that you have not spent720

can be used for future rounds. Following each round, you will be shown the answers. To721

begin the practice session, please click here.722

VSP treatment: After the initial time for a round elapses, you will begin to borrow time from723

future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given) spent on a round will subtract724

two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower right of the panel, you can see a725

counter of the total time remaining. Once your time budget has been used up, you begin726

to borrow time from the virtual second player. Each second that you then spend on a727

round will subtract two seconds from the time budget of the virtual second player.728

After the initial 12 seconds of each round, the ’Next Round’ button will become active and729

you can click that button to move on to the next round. Time that you have not spent730

can be used for future rounds. Following each round, you will be shown the answers. To731

begin the practice session, please click here.732

Questionnaire about game mechanics733

The following questions are multiple choice with the correct answer (here in boldfaced) being734

enforced before the player can move on. The questions depend player role and treatment:735

Question 1 (all): By entering a correct answer, I get: 1 point / 2 points / 5 points736

Question 2 (all): I have to get all five answers right before I can move on: Yes / No737

Question 3 (all except VSP): When I earn a point, this is: Better for me than for my partner738

/ As good for me as for my partner. / Better for my partner than for me.739

Question 4 (all): When I borrow time, this means that my time budget... drops by exactly 1740

second for every second I use. / drops by 2 seconds for every second I use. / drops741

by 5 seconds for every second I use.742

Question 5 for all players in IA, IS, and VSP, and for second players in JA and JS:743

When I go to the next round before the time for the current round is used up... the unused744

time is lost / the unused time is added to my remaining time budget / twice the745

unused time is added to my time budget.746
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Question 5 for first players in JA and JS: When I go to the next round before the time747

for the current round is used up... the unused time is lost / the unused time is added748

to the remaining time budget of my partner and me. / twice the unused time is749

added to the remaining time budget of my partner and me.750

Question 6 for first players in JA and JS: When I borrow time from my partner... this751

leaves his/her time budget unchanged / this reduces his/her time budget by 2 seconds752

for every second I borrow.753

Question 6 for second players in JA and JS: My initial time budget... is independent of754

my partner?s time use / is lower than normal when my partner borrowed from755

me and is higher when my partner transferred time to me.756

Question 6 for the player in VSP When I borrow time from my virtual partner... this757

reduces the points I get as, on average, players have earned less point the less758

time they had. / this has no consequence as the virtual partner is a computer. / this759

increases the points I get as, on average, players have earned more point the less time they760

had.761

Instructions game762

In a moment you will begin the game session where points will earn you actual entries into the763

lottery for the bonus. For the most part, this game will follow the same rules as in the practice764

session. Unlike the practice session, the game will consist of 12 rounds. The game will765

end when you finish all 12 rounds or if you exhaust the total time given.766

As a reminder: The amount of time that each round starts with equals total time left divided767

evenly among the remaining rounds. For example, since you have 600 [180] seconds and 12rounds768

to complete, the first round will start with 50 [15] seconds. No round will ever start with more769

than 50 [15] seconds, but rounds can start with less.770

Now comes a paragraph that will differ, depending on the treatment and player771

IA and IS treatment (both players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will772

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)773

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower774

right, you can see a counter of your total time remaining.775

JA and JS treatment (first players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will776

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)777

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower778

right, you can see a counter of your total time remaining. Once your time budget has been779

used up, you begin to borrow time from your partner. Each second that you then spend780

on a round will subtract two seconds from your partner?s time budget.781

JA and JS treatment (second players): After the initial time for a round elapses, you will782

begin to borrow time from future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given)783

spent on a round will subtract two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower784

right, you can see a counter of your total time remaining. Your initial time budget depends785

on how much your partner has borrowed from you or transferred to you.786

VSP treatment: After the initial time for a round elapses, you will begin to borrow time from787

future rounds. Each second (beyond the initial time given) spent on a round will subtract788

two seconds from your remaining total time. In the lower right, you can see a counter of789

the total time remaining. Once your time budget has been used up, you begin to borrow790
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time from the virtual second player. Each second that you then spend on a round will791

subtract two seconds from the time budget of the virtual second player.792

After the initial 20 [6] seconds of each round, the ’Next Round’ button will become active793

and you can click that button to move on to the next round. Following each round, you will be794

shown the answers.795

Remember, your goal is to earn as many points as you can (which will give you a better796

chance of winning the bonus). Good luck! To begin the game, please click here.797

Post-experiment questionnaire798

With the post-experiment questionnaire we seek to obtain a number of demographic variables799

to get more precise estimates as well as the measures of social preferences and confidence used800

in hypothesis 7 and 8. Specifically, we ask these questions (response options are in italic).801

1. Highest level of education: not completed Highschool / Highschool / Some College / Bach-802

elor or equivalent / Master or equivalent / PhD or equivalent.803

2. Which is your mother tongue: English / Spanish / Chinese / French / Hindi / other804

3. Gender: male / female805

4. Age: Open field to fill in values from 18-99806

5. How many points did you score (on average) per question? 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5807

6. How many points did an average subject score per question? You get an additional 5808

points if your answer is correct. 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5809

7. Life sometimes confronts us with difficult/uneasy choices. Imagine that you are hungry in810

a supermarket in a foreign city, but you are out of cash. Is it OK to take food without811

paying? Answer on this scale from 1 (it is never OK) to 5 (it is usually OK). 1 / 2 / 3 /812

4 / 5813

8. In case you have borrowed from the second player, why did you do so (choose one of the814

options): I was caught up in the game / I did not think about the second player / I did not815

understand / I am the better player / none of the above.816

9. In case you have transferred time to the second player, why did you do so (choose one of817

the options): I did not think about the second player / I did not understand / The other818

player is better than / I wanted to relief the other player from stress / none of the above.819

10. Do you like to watch game shows? yes / no820

11. Did you know “Family Feud”? yes / no821
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A.5 Screenshots822

Figures A-1 to A-3 show the screen displayed to the participants. The main frame contains the823

question, a field to enter an answer, and uncovered correct answers.824

The right margin shows the current round number, the players’ total score so far, and –825

importantly – a counter of the remaining time to answer this round’s question as well as their total826

remaining time budget (and the partner’s remaining time budget in the relevant treatments).827

When the time for the current question is used up, the counter turns red and players are warned828

“You’re borrowing time” (see Figure A-2). Once the first player’s own time budget is used up,829

the colour of the counter changes and she is now warned that “You’re borrowing time from your830

partner!” (see Figure A-3). Upon pressing the “Next round” button, players receive feedback831

where the five correct answers are shown in the main frame (for about four seconds, the round832

number, remaining time and total score are still shown on the right margin). Players are now833

supposedly out of the “tunnel”, and if they discover that they have used all their time and834

have started borrowing from their partner, they can decide to stop borrowing by simply pressing835

“Next round” immediately on all remaining questions.836

A-1: Screenshot; correct guess
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A-2: Screenshot; borrowing time

A-3: Screenshot; borrowing time from partner
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